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BRI: 6 Corridors

Bangladesh-ChinaIndia-Myanmar
Economic Corridor

China-Indochina
Peninsula
Economic Corridor

Source: Belt and Road Forum 2019
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Duisburg (Germany)
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Duisburg (Germany)
The City
 1100 years old in 1983 although dates back to Roman times
 Important city during medieval period
 Became industrial centre in 18th century onwards
 Heavily bombed during WWII
 Population fell by 100,000 from 1975-2011 (circa 500,000)

DUISBURG

 Historical intermodal trading hub – connections with airports,

autobahns, railways and sea ports
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Duisburg (Germany)
Port
 Duisburg Inner Harbour is world’s largest inland port located

at the confluence of the Rhine and the Ruhr rivers

 Has 21 docks and 40 kms of wharf; has sea traffic of 20,000

ships/year

 Area fell into disrepair in the 1960s before being redesigned

by Norman Foster 1990s

DUISBURG
INNER HARBOUR

 Since 1998, employment at Duisport (rail terminal) has

soared from 19,000 to 50,000

 Logport Logistic Center Duisburg has an area of 2.65 km2

and thus is one of Europe’s largest and most important
logistics hubs

 4.1 million TEUs in 2017, up from 3.7 in 2016
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Duisburg (Germany)
Links with China
 Chinese view Duisburg as the western end of the BRI and its gateway to western Europe
 In April 2015, the first regular cargo train departed from Chongqing to arrive in Duisburg by crossing the Chongqing-

Xinjiang-Europe international line established in 2011

 Only European port to offer multiple transcontinental train connections to China including Chongqing, Wuhan, Yiwu, Suzhou

and Shengyang, linked with many EU countries

 Growth exploded since President Xi’s visit in March 2014
 Number of trains departing in both directions is increasing annually, from 17 on the China Railway express in 2011, to 815 in

2015 and to 3,271 in 2017

 The China-Europe rail freight service connects 59 Chinese cities with 49 cities in 15 European countries. In 2018, the trains

made a total number of 6,363 trips, with 10,000 expected within the next 5 years

 Shipping goods from Chongqing to Duisburg takes 45 days; by rail only 25 days in 2015, now only 14 days – with plans to

reduce to 10 days in the future

 By 2018, 35 trains run weekly between Duisburg and destinations in China carrying approximately 30% of China/Europe

trade. 130,000 TEUs 2018 vs 100,000 TEUs 2017

 Before 2012, the rail line moved four times more Chinese goods to Europe than went the other way; by 2018 the ratio

declined to 2/1, as high-value consumer goods including French wines, Scotch whisky and Italian textiles went east
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Duisburg (Germany)
Future Growth Initiatives

Moscow

 In 2015, Duisport and Arkas Holdings (Turkey) agreed to form a JV to facilitate

development of an internal intermodal hub for freight transportation within Turkey
and between Asia and Europe, as well as among European, Balkan and the
Central Asian countries (no intermodal terminals currently exist). In 2016, the two
partners formed an SPV, owned 1/3 by Duisport, for a new railport terminal based
in Turkey near Istanbul. In 2018, EBRD made a US$30 million loan to help fund
the US$86 million cost

 In 2017, Duisport signed a cooperation agreement with Port of Trieste. The

collaboration between the two ports will open a gateway for Duisburg to the
Mediterranean and the Europe-Turkey/Iran corridor

Rotterdam
Duisburg

Istanbul

TURKEY

 In the 2018 business year, the Duisport Group generated revenues of

€278.6 million, an increase of 11.6% from previous year (€249.7 million).
EBITDA improved by 4.9% from €40.5 million to €42.5 million while net profit
increased by 4.3% from €11.7 million in 2017 to €12.2 million in 2018 (in difficult
trading conditions)

 In 2017, plans were announced for the development of the China Trade Centre

Europe, which is being developed by Starhai, a Chinese real estate investment
firm. The initial work on the €260 million project in the Niederrhein (Lower Rhine)
business park is scheduled to commence in 2019. Some 200 primarily Chinese
SMEs are expected in the centre, which could create up to 2,000 jobs

 Duisport is primarily involved in the construction of the world's largest industrial and

logistics park “Great Stone” near Minsk with its partner China Merchants Logistics
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Hesteel (Serbia)
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Hesteel (Serbia)
History/Overview
 The Zelezara Smederevo (ZS) steel factory was founded in

1913 and is a major employer within the city of Smederevo,
which has a population of 85,000 within the city

SMEDEREVO

 Smederevo is located along the right bank of the Danube,

about 45 kilometres downstream from Belgrade

 One fifth of the city’s Smederevo's population is linked with

ZS, which contributed 40% of Smederevo's government
revenue when it was at full capacity

 In April 2003, the company was sold to U.S. Steel for

US$23m. U.S. Steel pledged to invest US$150m in ZS
modernisation, but the spend did not happen

 In 2012, U.S. Steel sold ZS to the Serbian Government for

US$1 after unsuccessful attempts to sell the company to US
and Dutch buyers (one of which managed the company on
an interim pre-sale basis)
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Hesteel (Serbia)
2016 Acquisition
 In April 2016, the Serbian Government signed a deal with China's

Hebei Iron & Steel Group (HBIS), China's largest and the world's
second-largest steel and iron producer, to sell ZS for €46 million

 In July 2016, HBIS took over the management and ownership of

ZS which was then renamed Hesteel Serbia. At the time of the
acquisition ZS had over 5,000 employees. The steel plant began
to deliver profits by the end of 2016, the first time it had in the
past seven years

 Hesteel Serbia selected elite technical staff to work in Smederevo

to repair and revamp the old facilities at the factory, while the
local management was sent to China for training. Hesteel Serbia
maintains small Chinese management staff

 Post-acquisition Hesteel Serbia doubled revenues to the city and

led to the city's unemployment rate dropping to 6% from 18%

HBIS Group Železara Smederevo

 Since acquisition through to 2020, HBIS would have invested

€300 million
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Hesteel (Serbia)
Current/Future

Top Steel Exporters in 2017

 In 2018, HBIS Group/Hesteel Serbia operates with facilities in

Rank Country

Smederevo (harbour), Radinac (steel plant, cold and hot rolling mill),
Šabac (tinplate) and Kučevo (limestone mining), and with
headquarters in Belgrade. ŽS ranks second to Fiat as the largest
Serbian exporter

 In June 2018, management announced that HBIS Serbia produced

steel worth US$750 million/year, paid US$39 million taxes to Serbia
from profits of €3.7-3.8 million/year

 In 2018, Serbia became the world leader in the increase of the

production of crude steel with a growth rate of 38.9%, according to
the World Steel Association data, producing 1.8 million tons of raw
steel during the 11 months of 2018. Vietnam ranked 2nd with
production growth of 35.9% to 12.8 million tons (both BRI Countries)

Mt

1

China

74.8

2

Japan

37.5

3

South Korea

31.4

4

Russia

31.1

–

European Union

31.1

5

Germany

26.4

6

Italy

18.2

7

Belgium

18.1

8

Turkey

16.6

9

India

16.3

10

Brazil

15.3

 In July 2018, management announced plans to have revenue of

US$1 billion in the near future

 Although the Chinese arrived at the time of the biggest world steel

crisis, it seems that ZS is on the track to become the most
competitive steel mill in Europe
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Belgrade-Budapest High Speed Rail
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Belgrade-Budapest High Speed Rail
Background and History
 The construction of the Belgrade-Budapest high speed

railway project was agreed in December 2014 by China,
Hungary and Serbia, at the Summit of 16+1 of CEE, held
in Belgrade

 One of the main tasks of the railroad is to facilitate the

transportation of Chinese goods from the Greek port of
Piraeus, via Macedonia, Serbia, and Hungary, to central
Europe

 Spanning 350 km, the new line is expected to cut journey

times down from eight hours to just three, and forms an
integral part of the Chinese government’s plan to expand
its BRI strategy across Europe

 Around 184 km will run through Serbia with the remaining

166 km in Hungary, with trains able to travel at
approximately 160 km/h
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Belgrade-Budapest High Speed Rail
Serbia
 The value of the works in Serbia, on a 184-kilometre-long section to the border with Hungary, is about US$2 billion. It was

planned that the works last for a total of six years, in three sections:

─ Section Beograd Centar-Stara Pazova (34.5 km)
─ Section Stara Pazova-Novi Sad (40.4 km)
─ Section Novi Sad-Subotica-state border (107.4 km)
 It has been agreed that the works on both sections will be done by Chinese consortiums

─ Work on upgrading the Serbian railway line began in November 2017, on a section from Belgrade to Stara Pazova,
34.5 kilometres long, funded by a CEXIM loan of US$297.6 million
 The construction on the 75 km segment from Belgrade to Novi Sad, built by Chinese and Russian companies, has already

started in July 2018. Belgrade to Novi Sad service discontinued 1st Feb 2019 to allow for construction

 In July 2018, Serbia signed a commercial contract on the construction of the third section of the railway from Novi Sad to

Subotica, worth €943 million or US$1.1 billion. Works on those 108 kilometres of railway are expected to begin in 2019

 In September 2018, Serbia signed an agreement on the construction of the Industrial Park of Friendship in Borca with CRBC

in Beijing. The park will bring Serbia an investment of a total of €2 billion, of which CRBC would invest around €220 million.
To the left of Pupin's Bridge, a huge industrial park will be raised on 320 hectares in the next couple of years, a park which
should attract over 1,000 Chinese companies and will create nearly 10,000 new jobs. This will be the largest Chinese
industrial park in Europe
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Belgrade-Budapest High Speed Rail
Hungary
 The European Commission announced at the end of 2017 that it was considering whether the project was in line with EU's

competitiveness rules, and especially whether Hungary as an EU member state was abiding by all rules

 In May 2018, the projected modernisation cost of 152 kilometres between Budapest and the border with Serbia amounted to

578 billion Hungarian forints (€ 1.8 billion) The best offer received in the original tender was which was received, was
693 billion forints. Since the Hungarian government is not ready to cover the difference, it launched a new public
procurement procedure

 In December 2018, it was announced that the project delayed by one year. The Hungarian government has decided to

announce a new tender for the modernisation of the Hungarian section of the Budapest-Belgrade railroad. The works will
therefore start only in 2020, a year later than planned
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Piraeus Port (Greece)
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Piraeus Port (Greece)
Background and Overview

TEUs millions

 The Port of Pireaus is the largest Greek seaport, has recently

become the 2nd largest along the Mediterranean and 7th largest in
Europe. The Port of Piraeus is a major employer in the region and
is operated by the Piraeus Port Authority S.A. (PPA)

 In June 2010, COSCO signed a US$4.2 billion deal which is

composed of a 35-year lease for US$100 million/year and
US$707 million to upgrade port facilities, build a new pier and
almost triple the volume of cargo the port can handle

 In November 2013, Piraeus Port Organisation (OLP) and COSCO

announced new investments amounting to €230 million in Piraeus’
port, including the construction and exploitation of OLP’s West Pier
Container Terminal III by PCT, the construction of an Oil Refuelling
Pier and the upgrade of Pier II and East Pier Container Terminal III
with new mechanical equipment
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 PPA now has total capacity of 6.7 million TEUs; 1 million from

locally owned Terminal 1; 3 million TEUs from COSCO owned
Terminal II and 2.7 million TEUs from Terminal III which was built
by COSCO and became operational in 2013. Before COSCO’s
involvement, container flows were 1.5 million TEUs/year. By year
end 2014, volume rose to 3.6 million TEUs
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Piraeus Port (Greece)
Performance Post Acquisition

PPA Selected Financials

 In August 2016, COSCO acquired a 51% stake in PPA for €280.5 million, with an

option to acquire the remaining 16% over a period of five years for €88 million

 For full year 2017, COSCO reported container movements at its concession

terminals II and III increased from 3.5 million TEUs in 2016 to 3.7 million TEUs
(up 6.4%)

 PPA ended 2017, its first full year under a new owner, with pre-tax income of

€21.2 million up from €11.0 and net income of €11.3 million ($14 million), a 68.6%
increase compared to €6.7 million (US$8.3 million) in 2016. Turnover rose by 7.7%
to €111.5 million in 2017 from €103.5 million in 2016

 For the full year 2018, COSCO handled 4.9 million TEUs, up 18.4% from 2017;
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piers II and III handled 4.41 million TEUs (up from 3.7 million TEU in 2017), while
the COSCO-managed PPA pier handled 499,000 TEUs (up from 454,000 in 2017)

10

 PPA reported 2018 revenue of €132.9 million ($149.9 million), up 19.2% on €111.5

0

million (US$125.7 million) in 2017, profit before tax nearly doubled to €42.3 million
compared to €21.2 million, while net profit increased by 147% to €27.9 million
compared to €11.3 million. The proposed dividend/share is to be increased 148%
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 Relative to cruise ships PPA expects the number of arrivals to rise from 524 in

2018 to 605 in 2019 (up 15.8%) and the number of vessels using Piraeus as a
home port to increase from 257 in 2018 to 372 in 2019 (up 44%)
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Piraeus Port (Greece)
Economic Improvements led by Tourism
 Greece’s 2018 GDP growth was 1.9%, up from 1.5% in 2017, an increase of 26.7%, while GDP per capita was up by 7.5%.

In 2018, Athens was ranked as 14th among European cities for its property market, with prices increasing by 3.7% in 2018 –
led mostly by Chinese and Russian purchases. At the time of COSCO’s initial 2010 investment, Greece’s unemployment
rate was 24%, by year end 2018 it was 18.4%

 International tourism has doubled over the past decade, in part fuelled by Chinese visitors. The number of international

tourists visiting Greece grew from 14.9 million in 2009 to 24.8 million in 2016, to 33 million in 2018 (resulting in €18 billion
revenues). Chinese visitors increased by over 22% during the first nine months of 2018

 The “Golden Visa Program” was launched in 2013 by the Greek government to attract foreign investors. As at year end

2018, it was the most successful (numbers doubled since 2016) and time efficient investor Visa programme in Europe.
Chinese nationals made up 53% of 2018 total applications, ahead of 9 other nationalities. Real estate was the preferred
investment asset

 Greece has been able to attract new foreign direct investment, especially over the past few years. Over the past 8 years,

Chinese companies have invested an additional circa €7 billion in real estate, tourism, travel and banking (ICBC and CDB)
into Greece, all centred around Athens
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Piraeus Port (Greece)
Future Infrastructure/Economic Programmes
 Airport Infrastructure Upgrades – In April 2017, Fraport

(Germany) signed a 40-year concession for managing and
developing 14 regional Greek airports. Fraport paid an upfront
fee of €1.2 billion, plus future fees, plus an agreement to invest
€330 million by 2021. The 14 airports handled 27.6 million
passengers in 2017, a 10.3% annual rise. In view of this strong
growth, Fraport decided to revise its investment budget upward
to €450 million

 Rail network upgrades – In 2017, Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane

(Italy) acquired Greek railway operator TrainOSE (for €45m in
equity and write off of €700m debt). There are plans to develop
Macedonia linking Piraeus with Central and Western Europe
through Macedonia, Serbia and Hungary

 In January 2019, a multi governmental agency approved plans

for the Hellinikon Project, an €8 billion investment, the largest in
Southern Europe, on the site of Athens’ former airport. The
project represents an opportunity to create an integrated resort
destination which can attract 5-10 million people. Funding will be
led by Global Investment Group, an international consortium of
investors comprised of Fosun Group, Eagle Hills (UAE) and
Latsis Group (Greece)
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Kamchik Tunnel
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Kamchik Tunnel
Kamchik Tunnel
 In February 2016, Uzbekistan Railways (UTY) celebrated a milestone in the construction of

the 122.7 km Angren – Pap line the completion of the Kamchik Tunnel, known as the Longest
Tunnel in Central Asia. The 19.2 km tunnel, a key and difficult section in the construction of
the 169 km Angren-Pap railway, passes through the Qurama Mountains, Central Asia's
longest mountain range, in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan

 Reaching an altitude of 2,267m, the Kamchik pass carries the only highway between the two

cities entirely in Uzbek territory and it is the only route that could feasibly be taken by a railway
through the narrow strip of Uzbek territory between the Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan borders

 Due to great geological difficulties, such as frequent rock falls and many fracture zones, many

Western companies in the tender estimated that this would take 5 years to build. The tunnel
was built by China Railway Tunnel Group (CRTG) and local contractors in some 900 days –
100 days ahead of schedule (railway completed in June 2016)

 The US$455 million project was partially financed via a US$350 million loan from China EXIM
 In mid-2017, China and Uzbekistan agreed to build roads and a new road tunnel under the

existing tunnel through the Kamchik Pass, titled Kamchik-2. The project with an estimated
cost of about US$175 million will be one of the largest of its kind in the history of Uzbekistan.
The second tunnel will be wider than the current one to increase capacity plus modern
ventilation and lighting
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Kamchik Tunnel
Railway Links within Uzbekistan – within SCO

KAZAKHSTAN

 The US$1.9 billion Angren – Pap line created a direct link

between the capital Tashkent and Uzbekistan’s secondlargest city Namangan and will also enable east-west freight
traffic to bypass northern Tajikistan. The railway tunnel
(Uzbekistan’s first railway tunnel) for the first time connects
two regions separated by mountains in Uzbekistan. The new
railway passes three densely populated eastern regions of
Uzbekistan, and connects several large cities

UZBEKISTAN

Pap

TURKMENISTAN

 UTY forecasted that the electrified railway would carry

600,000 passengers and 4.6 million tonnes of freight in 2018

 In May 2018, a container train travelled along the route

China-Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan-Iran. The total travel time
along the railway route was about 2 weeks, twice as fast than
by sea. It is believed that by 2022 the volume of cargo
transportation by rail will be 15 million tons per year

 In April 2019, it was agreed that Uzbekistan join the China-

Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan-Iran railway corridor in particular
the participation of the Uzbek side in container traffic on this
route. With the accession of Uzbekistan, the Iran-PRC
transport corridor will become much shorter
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Kamchik Tunnel
Enhanced Perception of Uzbekistan in Financial Markets
 Following long-time leader Karimov’s death in 2016, (President) Mirziyayev, who served as Prime Minister under Karimov

implemented series of reforms, one of which involved currency restrictions designed to raise the profile of Uzbekistan to the
international community

 In February 2019, the Republic of Uzbekistan priced its inaugural US$1 billion dual-tranche Eurobond: US$500m 4.750%

tranche due February 2024 and a US$500m 5.375% due February 2029. The issue was heavily oversubscribed (8.5X) and
well diversified

 In March 2019, the Government began lifting the ban on repatriation of profits from local equity markets. However, it will take

time to be able to attract capital for many existing Uzbek companies as the market remains small – capitalisation of the
entire Tashkent Stock Exchange was circa US$3 billion as at end of March – it takes time to prepare local companies for
international investors

 Meanwhile, domestic bond markets continue to open with a US$72 million issue in December 2018 and 2nd issue one week

after the Eurobond
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Dhaka Stock Exchange
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Dhaka Stock Exchange
Background and Overview
 In May 2018 (after a three month delay), The Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) agreed to sell 25% of its ordinary shares to a

Chinese consortium comprised of the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) and Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE)

 The consortium has also offered Tk3.7 crore on top of the initial Tk947 crore, for infrastructural and technological

development

 In addition, they have proposed to develop an SME market, assist in product diversification, and jointly operate the V-Next

alliance program in Bangladesh

 Furthermore, the DSE is being offered assistance in mapping information disclosure and investor service automation

framework, developing human resources, and technological support to develop the DSE portfolio

 The National Stock Exchange of India had also attempted to buy a stake, but had a far lower bid than the Chinese

(Myanmar selected Japanese partners)

 The sales of strategic shares came five years after the stock exchange was demutualised to separate the ownership from its

management

 Under the demutualisation, 40% shares of DSE were credited to the DSE members’ accounts, while the remaining 60%

were kept in a blocked account. The Chinese consortium bought 25% shares from the blocked account and the bourse
would float the remaining 35% through an initial public offering
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Dhaka Stock Exchange
Possible Links with China
 DSE is working to woo qualified Chinese investors with the goal of boosting the county’s capital market
 The bourse is assessing the V-Next Platform, a wholly-owned subsidiary of SZSE, to build an ecosystem across the China-

Bangladesh to integrate financial intermediary services, institutional investors and projects, DSE officials said. SZSE has
offered to jointly operate the V-Next programme in Bangladesh. The V-Next has achieved remarkable success in China with
12,000 institutional qualified investors registering, the officials said. DSE intends to connect those 12,000 investors with the
Bangladesh capital market, they said

 DSE is going to launch small-cap board, alternative trading board to facilitate derivatives, sukuk and open-end mutual fund

that would need funds from high net worth investors

 DSE would also assess financial data exchange platform system for interoperability with Chinese market and building cross-

border connectivity. The system will facilitate to link up the financial institutions in the two countries to forge a cross-border
financial community

 A key goal would be how the investors could trade without physical presence and how brokerage houses of the countries

could be connected

 Another area of cooperation is assistance from the Chinese consortium over DSE Mobile App as the app failed to attract

investors for its poor connectivity
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Dhaka Stock Exchange
Developments Post Acquisition
 In April 2019, after a major decline in market cap since 2018, DES submitted a five-point proposal to spur the country’s

capital market, which witnessed a major decline in market cap in 2018. DSE Managing Director Rahman reportedly said that
the five recommendations submitted to the BSEC are intended to establish good governance, strengthen investors’
confidence, and ensure long-term stability for the market. They include:
1. Capping the issuance of pre-IPO placement shares at 25% of a company’s paid-up capital, and limiting placementshareholders to 50 investors
2. The introduction of a one-year lock-in provision for placement holders, instead of the current three-year tenure
3. Suggestions that share disposal declarations by sponsors or directors should be executed after 15 days from the date of
declaration; and, should the shareholding of any director of a listed company drop below 2% of outstanding paid-up
capital, the directorship will be terminated
4. A new proposed category for sponsors, directors or promoters that do not hold 2% individually, or 30% jointly, of the
company’s shares
5. Other recommendations include attracting more companies to the market with good fundamentals; revisiting the rules on
the exposure of banks, non-banks and their subsidiaries; and the withdrawal of a circuit breaker for highly volatile
companies

 The proposal follows a chorus of protests from investors, who are demanding the resignation of top BSEC officials after the

DSE shed more than 500 points in the past three months. Last year the DSE also declined by 13.8%, losing US$4.3 billion in
market capitalisation
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Conclusion
Economic
Responsibility / Effectiveness/
Access & Equity Skill Transfer Transformation

City/Project (Country)

Stakeholder
Engagement

Environmental
Sustainability &
Resilience

1.
1 Duisburg (Germany)
2.
2 Hesteel (Serbia)
3.
3 Belgrade-Budapest (Serbia-Hungary)
4.
4 Pireaus Port (Greece)
5.
5 Kamchik Tunnel (Uzbekistan)
6.
6 Dhaka Stock Exchange (Bangladesh)
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